Sales In novations
And Solutions
The Sales Force Multiplie

Speed Up Your Sales Cycle,
Seize New Sales Opportunities,

Missed sales opportunities translate into unsold inventory that loses value daily - aging toward obsolescence
Energize your sales program with ThoughtFocus' sales solutions to realize your surplus parts true value.

A comprehensive approach

ThoughtFocus offers a broad range of integrated sales and support services that helps resources-constrained
clients meet the challenge of growing their revenue.

How do your capitalize on your inventory's value? Tap into our in-depth industry knowledge of the talent,
processes, compliance, and systems to accelerate your sales program and quickly move inventory across your
network, into new markets, and around the world.

The ThoughtFocus Advantage
Backed by skilled sales support personnel,

But in the end, it is our team in whom you are
investing - a cadre of highly trained professionals with
the aviation industry.

knowledge
Offshore call center sales support specialists adept
at closing the sale

Enhance and augment your sales efforts
improve your supply chain

engine optimization

Employ credit as a sales tool

for dynamic pricing

systems

your credit card services operation

Strengthen your competitive position with a

Sales Optimization Professionals

Bundled together or contracted for separately, our
market-share-building sales se rvices include:

ability to scale, improved process quality, and a
quicker time to market are just some of the reasons
the aviation industry turns to ThoughtFocus' sales
and support services.
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Knowledge-based call center
quickly converting leads into sales.

open whenever and wherever your customers need critical parts.

Robust aviation eCommerce
platform

The ThoughtFocus commitment

Our client-focused solutions, backed by a thorough

Designed for the aviation/aerospace marketplace, our

understanding of the aerospace and defense
marketplace, afford you incomparable value across
the serviceable parts spectrum.

parts descriptions, provenance and trace
documentation, condition codes, multiple pricing

From rotable parts harvesting at teardown to

schemes, client branding, seamless integration with
client IT systems, and much, much more. For the
complete online sales solution, look to ThoughtFocus.

Secure credit card transactions
and credit management

For clients who may not process credit card charges,

credit, and handle returns-for-credit. Be sure to ask
about our loyalty-inspired credit management
services to boost repeat sales.

Complete 3PL warehousing a nd

management and surplus parts marketing and sales,
ThoughtFocus stands ready to advise, lead or support
your aircraft parts sales effort in whatever way
necessary.

Experience

Our team supports you with revenue-building
marketing and sales programs; providing advanced
engineering design, manufacturing, and compliance
testing of new and upgraded parts. For product line
cost-effective business process management, look to
ThoughtFocus.
Business partner
As a valued business partner to aviation businesses
partners in lowering costs, scaling growth,

infrastructure to handle the additional order

optimize your active inventory and better support

part of your solutions delivery team, forming strong
relationships with your management,
manufacturers, and suppliers; ensuring complete
transparency and tight alignment between teams

your repair customers.
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Product delivery

industry

Transformation
ThoughtFocus knows aviation and aerospace manufacturing, design, testing and IT from OEMs to aftermarket
and tools, and creating innovative solutions to supply chain challenges
business partners optimize logistics cycles, establish manufacturing and supply chain networks, overhaul

Knowledge Process Operations
Based on a deep understanding of aircraft, regulatory processes, and procedural requirements, ThoughtFocus
provides people, processes, and systems that change how business and organizations operate up and down
the supply chain
eCommerce platforms that put you in control of sales and distribution, and credit card transaction processing
that enables you to move products across the market and around the globe
Multiple pricing options assist you in taking advantage of our reach, scale, capabilities, and time to market in a
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